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KEY=A - ELENA CAREY
WITHOUT A NET
THE FEMALE EXPERIENCE OF GROWING UP WORKING CLASS
Hachette UK An urgent testament to the trials of life for women living without a ﬁnancial safety net Indie icon Michelle Tea -- whose
memoir The Chelsea Whistle details her own working-class roots in gritty Chelsea, Massachusetts -- shares these ﬁerce, honest, tender
essays written by women who can't go home to the suburbs when ends don't meet. When jobs are scarce and the money has
dwindled, these writers have nowhere to go but below the poverty line. The writers oﬀer their diﬀerent stories not for sympathy or
sadness, but an unvarnished portrait of how it was, is, and will be for generations of women growing up working class in America.
These wide-ranging essays cover everything from selling blood for grocery money to the culture shock of "jumping" class. Contributors
include Dorothy Allison, Bee Lavender, Eileen Myles, and Daisy Hernáez.
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GROWING UP WORKING CLASS
HIDDEN INJURIES AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANGRY WHITE MEN AND WOMEN
Springer This enlightening auto-ethnography examines how social class (and other social institutions and structures) aﬀect how
people grow up. Primarily, the book investigates how American children and young adults are impacted by the "hidden injuries" of
class, and oﬀers a rich description of how these injuries manifest and curdle later in life. Thomas J. Gorman provides sociological
explanations for the phenomenon of the so-called "angry white man," and engages with this phenomenon as it relates to the rise of
recent populist political ﬁgures such as Donald J. Trump. He also examines how and why white working class people tend to lash out at
the wrong social forces and support political action that works against their own interests. Finally, the book demonstrates the
connections between working-class attitudes toward schooling, sports, politics, and economics.

CRITICAL APPROACHES TO AMERICAN WORKING-CLASS LITERATURE
Routledge This book is one of the ﬁrst collections on a neglected ﬁeld in American literature: that written by and about the workingclass. Examining literature from the 1850s to the present, contributors use a wide variety of critical approaches, expanding readers’
understanding of the critical lenses that can be applied to working-class literature. Drawing upon theories of media studies,
postcolonial studies, cultural geography, and masculinity studies, the essays consider slave narratives, contemporary poetry and
ﬁction, Depression-era newspaper plays, and ethnic American literature. Depicting the ways that working-class writers render the
lives, the volume explores the question of what diﬀerence class makes, and how it intersects with gender, race, ethnicity, and
geographical location.

AN ANGLE OF VISION
WOMEN WRITERS ON THEIR POOR AND WORKING-CLASS ROOTS
University of Michigan Press An Angle of Vision is a compelling anthology that collects personal essays and memoir by a diverse group
of gifted authors united by their poor or working-class roots in America. The contributors include Dorothy Alison, Joy Castro, Lisa D.
Chavez, Mary Childers, Sandra Cisneros, Judith Ortiz Cofer, Teresa Dovalpage, Maureen Gibbon, Dwonna Goldstone, Joy Harjo, Lorraine
M. Lpez, Karen Salyer McElmurray, Amelia Maria de la Luz Montes, Bich Minh Nguyen, Judy Owens, Lynn Pruett, Heather Sellers, and
Angela Threatt.
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MS. MENTOR'S NEW AND EVER MORE IMPECCABLE ADVICE FOR WOMEN AND MEN IN ACADEMIA
University of Pennsylvania Press Ms. Mentor, that uniquely brilliant and irascible intellectual, is your all-knowing guide through the
jungle that is academia today. In the last decade Ms. Mentor's mailbox has been ﬁlled to overﬂowing with thousands of plaintive
epistles, rants, and gossipy screeds. A mere fraction has appeared in her celebrated monthly online and print Q&A columns for the
Chronicle of Higher Education; her readers' colorful and rebellious ripostes have gone unpublished—until now. Hearing the call for a
follow-up to the wildly successful Ms. Mentor's Impeccable Advice for Women in Academia, Ms. Mentor now broadens her counsel to
include academics of the male variety. Ms. Mentor knows all about foraging for jobs, about graduate school stars and serfs, and about
mentors and underminers, backbiters and whiners. She answers burning questions: Am I too old, too working class, too perfect, too
blonde? When should I reproduce? When do I speak up, laugh, and spill the secrets I've gathered? Do I really have to erase my own
blackboard? Does academic sex have to be reptilian? From the ivory tower that aﬀords her an unparalleled view of the academic
landscape, Ms. Mentor dispenses her perfect wisdom to the huddled masses of professorial newbies, hardbitten oldies, and anxious
midcareerists. She gives etiquette lessons to academic couples and the tough-talking low-down on adjunct positions. She tells you
what to wear, how to make yourself popular, and how to decode academic language. She introduces you to characters you must
know: Professor Pelvic, Dr. Iron Fist, Mr. Upstart Whelp, Dean Titan, Professor McShameless. In this volume Ms. Mentor once again
shares her wide-ranging unexpurgated wisdom, giving tips on bizarre writing rituals, tenure diaries, and time management (Exploding
Head Syndrome). She decodes department meetings and teaches you the tricks for getting stellar teaching evaluations. Raw,
shocking, precise, clever, absurd—Ms. Mentor has it all.

UNSUSTAINABLE
RE-IMAGINING COMMUNITY LITERACY, PUBLIC WRITING, SERVICE-LEARNING AND THE UNIVERSITY
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Unsustainable: Re-imagining Community Literacy, Public Writing, Service-Learning, and the University, edited by
Jessica Restaino and Laurie Cella, explores short-lived university/community writing projects in an eﬀort to rethink the long-held gold
standard of long-term sustainability in community writing work. Contributors examine their own eﬀorts in order to provide alternate
models for understanding, assessing, and enacting university/community writing projects that, for a range of reasons, fall outside of
traditional practice. This collection considers what has become an increasingly uniﬁed call for praxis, where scholar-practitioners
explore a speciﬁc project that fell short of theorized best practice sustainability in order to determine not only the nature of what
remains how and why we might ﬁnd value in a community-based writing project that lacks long-term sustainability, for example but
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also how or why we might rethink, redeﬁne, and reevaluate best practice ideals in the ﬁrst place. In so doing, the contributors are at
once responding to what has been an increasing acknowledgment in the ﬁeld that, for a variety of reasons, many community-based
writing projects do not go as initially planned, and also applying in praxis a framework for thinking about and studying such projects.
Unsustainable represents the kind of scholarly work that some of the most recognizable names in the ﬁeld have been calling for over
the past ﬁve years. This book aﬃrms that unpredictability is an indispensable factor in the ﬁeld, and argues that such unpredictability
presents in fact, demands a theoretical approach that takes these practical experiences as its base."

WIVES OF STEEL
VOICES OF WOMEN FROM THE SPARROWS POINT STEELMAKING COMMUNITIES
Penn State Press Wives of Steel is based on more than eighty formal interviews conducted over a ﬁfteen-year period with women and
some men, both white and black, all of whom were part of Sparrows Point as workers, spouses, or longtime residents of the local
communities. Through the stories they tell, we see how a male-dominated industry has inﬂuenced personal, family, and social
experiences over several generations. We also see the distinct diﬀerences and surprising similarities among the lives of black and
white women, which often reﬂect the complicated relationships among black and white steelworkers in the plant.

UNSPEAKABLE THINGS
SEX, LIES AND REVOLUTION
A&C Black Shortlisted for The Green Carnation Prize 2014 'This is not a fairytale. This is a story about how sex and money and power
police our dreams.' Clear-eyed, witty and irreverent, Laurie Penny is as ruthless in her dissection of modern feminism and class politics
as she is in discussing her own experiences in journalism, activism and underground culture. This is a book about poverty and
prejudice, online dating and eating disorders, riots in the streets and lies on the television. The backlash is on against sexual freedom
for men and women and social justice – and feminism needs to get braver. Penny speaks for a new feminism that takes no prisoners, a
feminism that is about justice and equality, but also about freedom for all. It's about the freedom to be who we are, to love who we
choose, to invent new gender roles, and to speak out ﬁercely against those who would deny us those rights. It is a book that gives the
silenced a voice – a voice that speaks of unspeakable things.
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MEN SPEAK OUT
VIEWS ON GENDER, SEX, AND POWER
Routledge Men Speak Out: Views on Gender, Sex, and Power, Second Edition highlights new essays on pornography, pop culture,
queer identity, Muslim masculinity, and the war on women. With personal candor and political insight, this collection of diverse
authors explores sex work, digital activism, incarceration, domestic violence, surviving incest, and standing ﬁrmly as male allies facing
the backlash against women’s reproductive rights. Featuring eleven new essays and six revised thematic sections, this second edition
of a favorite anthology continues to encourage robust discussion and vibrant debate about masculinity and the possibilities for
progressive change. The contemporary, compelling essays in Men Speak Out appeal to students, scholars, activists, and everyday
readers.

NEITHER ANGELS NOR DEMONS
WOMEN, CRIME, AND VICTIMIZATION
UPNE A provocative study of the complex relationship between domestic violence and women's crime.

UNGRATEFUL DAUGHTERS
THIRD WAVE FEMINIST WRITINGS
Cambridge Scholars Publishing Has the third wave of feminism in the United States spawned a literary movement? Is there a third
wave equivalent of the consciousness-rasing novel? A lot has been written about the relationship of the third wave of feminism in the
United States to the second wave, yet no one has examined works by young female writers as belonging to the third wave of
feminism. This book ﬁlls the gap. Using tools of literary criticism to analyze the literary output of third wave feminism in the United
States, Ungrateful Daughters looks at the main anthologies of third wave writings, paying attention to their structure, production
process and narrative forms used in the individual pieces. It also attempts to deﬁne third wave ﬁction and analyze the memoirs and
novels coming from writers who could be classiﬁed as third wave (speciﬁcally, Rebecca Walker, Danzy Senna and Michelle Tea),
tracing how these books exhibit “third wave sensibility” and reﬂect generational experiences of third wave writers. A lot of attention is
devoted to comparisons of second and third wave feminism and the ambivalent relationship of third wave feminism to postfeminism.
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Wendy Kaminer wrote in True Love Waits: “If it ultimately fails as a liberation movement, feminism will at least have achieved
considerable literary success.” Ungrateful Daughters examines whether the literary success helps or hinders the cause of women’s
liberation.

WEALTH, VIRTUE, AND MORAL LUCK
CHRISTIAN ETHICS IN AN AGE OF INEQUALITY
Georgetown University Press "In this book, Kate Ward addresses the issue of inequality from the perspective of Christian virtue ethics.
Her unique contribution is to argue that moral luck, our individual life circumstances, aﬀects one's ability to pursue virtue. She argues
that economic status functions as moral luck and impedes the ability of both the wealthy and the impoverished to pursue virtues such
as prudence, justice, and temperance. The book presents social science evidence that inequality reduces empathy for others'
suﬀering, and increases violence, fear, and the desire to punish others. For the wealthy, inequality creates "hyperagency" - abundant
freedom, power, and choice beyond that enjoyed by other members of society. For the poor, scarcity of time, money, and other
important goods can also impair their ability to pursue virtue. Having established the theological harm caused by inequality, Ward
then makes the argument that both individual Christians and Christian communities have obligations to address the impact of
inequality. As individuals, Christians should pursue what Ward calls encounter, conversion, and contentment. Encounter means
genuinely reaching out to the less fortunate and spending enough time to get to know individuals as human beings. For Ward,
conversion means informing oneself about the realities of poverty and inequality. Contentment means being satisﬁed with one's
position and not striving for more material wealth. Christian communities, in Ward's view, have obligations to pursue political action,
tithing, and aid, and to foster encounters in parishes and educational settings"--

ISLAND OF BONES
ESSAYS
U of Nebraska Press What is “identity” when you’re a girl adopted as an infant by a Cuban American family of Jehovah’s Witnesses?
The answer isn’t easy. You won’t ﬁnd it in books. And you certainly won’t ﬁnd it in the neighborhood. This is just the beginning of Joy
Castro’s unmoored life of searching and striving that she’s turned to account with literary alchemy in Island of Bones. In personal
essays that plumb the depths of not-belonging, Castro takes the all-too-raw materials of her adolescence and young adulthood and
views them through the prism of time. The result is an exquisitely rendered, richly detailed perspective on a uniquely troubled young
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life that reﬂects on the larger questions each of us faces in a world where diversity and singularity are forever at odds. In the
experiences of her past—hunger and abuse, ﬂight as a fourteen-year-old runaway, single motherhood, the revelations of her “true”
ethnic identity, the suicide of her father—Castro ﬁnds the “jagged, smashed place of edges and fragments” that she pieces together
to create an island all her own. Hers is a complicated but very real depiction of what it is to “jump class,” to not belong but to ﬁnd
one’s voice in the interstices of identity.

Z MAGAZINE
HOW TO GROW UP
A MEMOIR
Penguin “A gutsy, wise memoir-in-essays from a writer praised as ‘impossible to put down’”—People From PEN America Literary
Award-winning author Michelle Tea comes a moving personal essay collection about the trials and triumphs of shedding your vices in
order to ﬁnd yourself. As an aspiring young writer in San Francisco, Michelle Tea lived in a scuzzy communal house: she drank; she
smoked; she snorted anything she got her hands on; she toiled for the minimum wage; she dated men and women, and sometimes
both at once. But between hangovers and dead-end jobs, she scrawled in notebooks and organized dive bar poetry readings, working
to make her literary dreams a reality. In How to Grow Up, Tea shares her awkward stumble towards the life of a Bona Fide Grown-Up:
healthy, responsible, self-aware, and stable. She writes about passion, about her fraught relationship with money, about adoring
Barney’s while shopping at thrift stores, about breakups and the fertile ground between relationships, about roommates and rent, and
about being superstitious (“why not, it imbues this harsh world of ours with a bit of magic”). At once heartwarming and darkly comic,
How to Grow Up proves that the road less traveled may be a diﬃcult one, but if you embrace life’s uncertainty and dust yourself oﬀ
after every screw up, slowly but surely, you just might make it to adulthood. “Wild, wickedly funny, and refreshingly relevant.” —Elle
“This compulsively readable collection is so damn good, you’ll tear through the whole thing (and possibly take notes along the way).”
—Bustle

GIRL, STOP PASSING OUT IN YOUR MAKEUP
THE BAD GIRL’S GUIDE TO GETTING YOUR SH*T TOGETHER
Post Hill Press “Self-help meets memoir. Party girl meets wise sage. Beauty meets reality. Zara Barrie is the cool older sister you wish
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you had. The one that lets you borrow her designer dresses and ripped up ﬁshnets, buys you champagne (she loves you too much to
let you drink beer), and colors your lips with bright pink lipstick. She'll take you to the coolest parties, and will stick by your side and
she guides you through the glitter, pain, danger, laughter, and what it means to be a f*cked up girl in this f*cked up world (both of
which are beautiful despite the darkness). Girl, Stop Passing Out in Your Makeup is for the girls that are too much of a beautiful
contradiction to be contained. Zara is a gifted writer—one second she'll have you laughing over rich girls agonizing over which Birkin
bag to buy, the next second she'll shatter your heart in one sentence about losing one’s innocence. Zara is the nuanced girl she writes
for—light, irreverent, snarky, bitchy, funny; and aching, perceptive, deep, ﬂawed, wise, poised, honest—all at once. Perhaps the only
thing that can match Zara's unparalleled wit and big sister advice is her candid humor and undeniable talent for the written word.
Zara is one of the most proliﬁc and entertaining honest voices on the internet—and her talent is only multiplied in book form. Girl,
Stop Passing Out in Your Makeup is for the bad girls, honey.”—Dayna Troisi, Executive Editor, GO Magazine “Reading Zara's writing
will make you feel like you're at your cool-as-hell big sister's sleepover party. You will be transﬁxed by her unﬂinching honesty and
words of wisdom, and she'll successfully convince you to not only ditch the shame you feel about the raw and messy parts of yourself,
but to dare to see them as beautiful.”—Alexia LaFata, Editor, New York Magazine “If Cat Marnell and F. Scott Fitzgerald had a literary
baby it would be Zara Barrie. She’s got Marnell’s casual, dark, downright hilarious tone of an irreverent party girl. But then she also
has Fitzgerald’s talent for making words literally feel like they sparkle on the page. I’ve always been a fan of Zara’s writing but Girl,
Stop Passing Out in Your Makeup takes it to the next level. With shimmery words that make her dark stories sparkle, she seamlessly
manages to inspire even the most coked-out girl at the party to get her shit together.”—Candice Jalili, Senior Sex & Dating Writer, Elite
Daily

CLASS LIVES
STORIES FROM ACROSS OUR ECONOMIC DIVIDE
Cornell University Press Class Lives is an anthology of narratives dramatizing the lived experience of class in America. It includes forty
original essays from authors who represent a range of classes, genders, races, ethnicities, ages, and occupations across the United
States. Born into poverty, working class, the middle class, and the owning class—and every place in between—the contributors
describe their class journeys in narrative form, recounting one or two key stories that illustrate their growing awareness of class and
their place, changing or stable, within the class system. The stories in Class Lives are both gripping and moving. One contributor
grows up in hunger and as an adult becomes an advocate for the poor and homeless. Another acknowledges the truth that her
working-class father’s achievements aﬀorded her and the rest of the family access to people with power. A gifted child from a
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working-class home soon understands that intelligence is a commodity but ﬁnds his background incompatible with his aspirations and
so attempts to divide his life into separate worlds. Together, these essays form a powerful narrative about the experience of class and
the importance of learning about classism, class cultures, and the intersections of class, race, and gender. Class Lives will be a helpful
resource for students, teachers, sociologists, diversity trainers, activists, and a general audience. It will leave readers with an
appreciation of the poignancy and power of class and the journeys that Americans grapple with on a daily basis.

AMERICAN BOOK PUBLISHING RECORD
BLACK WAVE
The Feminist Press at CUNY Desperate to quell her addiction to drugs, disastrous romance, and nineties San Francisco, Michelle heads
south for LA. But soon it's oﬃcially announced that the world will end in one year, and life in the sprawling metropolis becomes
increasingly weird.While living in an abandoned bookstore, dating Matt Dillon, and keeping an eye on the encroaching apocalypse,
Michelle begins a new novel, a sprawling and meta-textual exploration to complement her promises of maturity and responsibility. But
as she tries to make queer love and art without succumbing to self-destructive vice, the boundaries between storytelling and
everyday living begin to blur, and Michelle wonders how much she'll have to compromise her artistic process if she's going to properly
ride out doomsday.

WITHOUT A NET
THE FEMALE EXPERIENCE OF GROWING UP WORKING CLASS
Seal Press An urgent testament to the trials of life for women living without a ﬁnancial safety net Indie icon Michelle Tea--whose
memoir The Chelsea Whistle details her own working-class roots in gritty Chelsea, Massachusetts--shares these ﬁerce, honest, tender
essays written by women who can't go home to the suburbs when ends don't meet. When jobs are scarce and the money has
dwindled, these writers have nowhere to go but below the poverty line. The writers oﬀer their diﬀerent stories not for sympathy or
sadness, but an unvarnished portrait of how it was, is, and will be for generations of women growing up working class in America.
These wide-ranging essays cover everything from selling blood for grocery money to the culture shock of "jumping" class. Contributors
include Dorothy Allison, Bee Lavender, Eileen Myles, and Daisy Hernández.
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NOWTOPIA
HOW PIRATE PROGRAMMERS, OUTLAW BICYCLISTS, AND VACANT-LOT GARDENERS ARE INVENTING THE
FUTURE TODAY
A K PressDistribution The future is now! Practical rebels reshape our assumptions about science, technology, and human potential.

MERMAID IN CHELSEA CREEK
McSweeney's Everyone in the broken-down town of Chelsea, Massachussetts, has a story too worn to repeat—from the girls who play
the pass-out game just to feel like they're somewhere else, to the packs of aimless teenage boys, to the old women from far away who
left everything behind. But there’s one story they all still tell: the oldest and saddest but most hopeful story, the one about the girl
who will be able to take their twisted world and straighten it out. The girl who will bring the magic. Could Sophie Swankowski be that
girl? With her tangled hair and grubby clothes, her weird habits and her visions of a ﬁlthy, swearing mermaid who comes to her when
she’s unconscious, Sophie could be the one to uncover the power ﬂowing beneath Chelsea’s potholed streets and sludge-ﬁlled rivers,
and the one to ﬁght the evil that ﬂows there, too. Sophie might discover her destiny, and maybe even in time to save them all.

WILLIAM T. VOLLMANN
A CRITICAL COMPANION
Rowman & Littleﬁeld "This fascinating, massive, wide-ranging collection that editors Christopher K. Coﬀman and Daniel Lukes have
gathered together into William T. Vollmann: A Critical Companion will soon be recognized as one of those rare critical books for which
that egregiously overused term 'groundbreaking' is fully justiﬁed." —Larry McCaﬀery, from the preface of William T. Vollmann: A
Critical Companion The essays in this collection make a case for regarding William T. Vollmann as the most ambitious, productive, and
important living author in the US. His oeuvre includes not only outstanding work in numerous literary genres, but also global
reportage, ethical treatises, paintings, photographs, and many other productions. His reputation as a daring traveler and his
fascination with life on the margins have earned him an extra-literary renown unequaled in our time. Perhaps most importantly, his
work is exceptional in relation to the literary moment. Vollmann is a member of a group of authors who are responding to the skeptical
ironies of postmodernism with a reinvigoration of ﬁction’s aﬀective possibilities and moral sensibilities, but he stands out even among
this cohort for his prioritization of moral engagement, historical awareness, and geopolitical scope. Included in this book in addition to
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twelve scholarly critical essays are reﬂections on Vollmann by many of his peers, conﬁdantes, and collaborators, including Jonathan
Franzen, James Franco, and Michael Glawogger. With a preface by Larry McCaﬀery and an afterword by Michael Hemmingson, this
book oﬀers readings of most of Vollmann’s works, includes the ﬁrst critical engagements with several key titles, and introduces a
range of voices from international Vollmann scholarship.

BOOK REVIEW INDEX
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.

DIANE DI PRIMA
VISIONARY POETICS AND THE HIDDEN RELIGIONS
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Diane di Prima: Visionary Poetics and the Hidden Religions reveals how central di Prima was in the
discovery, articulation and dissemination of the major themes of the Beat and hippie countercultures from the ﬁfties to the present. Di
Prima (1934--) was at the center of literary, artistic, and musical culture in New York City. She also was at the energetic fulcrum of the
Beat movement and, with Leroi Jones (Amiri Baraka), edited The Floating Bear (1961-69), a central publication of the period to which
William S. Burroughs, Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, Charles Olson, and Frank O'Hara contributed. Di Prima was also a pioneer in her
challenges to conventional assumptions regarding love, sexuality, marriage, and the role of women. David Stephen Calonne charts the
life work of di Prima through close readings of her poetry, prose, and autobiographical writings, exploring her thorough immersion in
world spiritual traditions and how these studies informed both the form and content of her oeuvre. Di Prima's engagement in what she
would call the hidden religions can be divided into several phases: her years at Swarthmore College and in New York; her move to
San Francisco and immersion in Zen; her researches into the I Ching, Paracelsus, John Dee, Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa, alchemy,
Tarot, and Kabbalah of the mid-sixties; and her later interest in Tibetan Buddhism. Diane di Prima: Visionary Poetics and the Hidden
Religions is the ﬁrst monograph devoted to a writer of genius whose proliﬁc work is notable for its stylistic variety, wit and humor,
struggle for social justice, and philosophical depth.

BUST
NEW BOOKS ON WOMEN AND FEMINISM
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WOMEN IN THE LINE OF FIRE
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT WOMEN IN THE MILITARY
Hachette UK In 2004, Erin Solaro went to Iraq to study American servicewomen—what they were doing, how well they were doing it,
how they were faring in combat. In 2005, she went to Afghanistan on the same mission. Having spent time embedded with combat
troops and conducting stateside interviews with numerous analysts and veterans, Solaro is convinced that the time to drop all
remaining restrictions on women's full equality under arms is now. The Army, the country, the women of America—and of the
world—need it. Women in the Line of Fire details why this will not be an easy task. Although 15 percent of the military is female, the
Army and Marines still resist acknowledging what is, in fact, already happening—women are ﬁghting, and ﬁghting well. For the
Religious Right and the cultural conservatives, women in combat is a hot-button issue in their campaign to "take back the culture.”
But for the young men and women on the lines, brought up in an America where equality between the sexes was never second
guessed and where making up the rules as you go along comes with the territory, it's the new reality.

WOMEN: IMAGES & REALITIES, A MULTICULTURAL ANTHOLOGY
McGraw-Hill Humanities/Social Sciences/Languages This best-selling anthology is a unique introduction to feminism and women’s
studies. It presents a multidisciplinary collection of academic essays and analyses, personal narratives, and ﬁction and poetry about
women’s lives. The selections illustrate the variety of women’s experiences, primarily in the United States, considering both
commonalities and diﬀerences among women and appreciating women’s diverse approaches to living and fostering change.

INTIMATE POLITICS
HOW I GREW UP RED, FOUGHT FOR FREE SPEECH, AND BECAME A FEMINIST REBEL
Hachette UK Set amidst the political upheaval of the McCarthy trials, the Vietnam War, and the rise of the women's movement,
Intimate Politics is a courageous and uncompromising account of one woman's personal and political transformation, and a fascinating
portrayal of a key chapter in our nation's history. At eight years old, Bettina Aptheker watched her family's politics play out in
countless living rooms across the country when her father, historian and U.S. Communist Party leader Herbert Aptheker, testiﬁed on
television in front of the House on Un-American Activities Committee in 1953. Born into one of the most inﬂuential U.S. Communist
families whose friends included W. E. B. Du Bois, Paul Robeson, and Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Bettina lived her parents' politics
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witnessing ﬁrst-hand one of the most dramatic upheavals in American history. She also lived with a terrible secret: incest at the hands
of her famous father and a frightening and lonely life lived inside a home wrought with family tensions. A gripping and beautifully
rendered memoir, Intimate Politics is at its core the story of one woman's struggle to still the demons of her personal world while
becoming a controversial public ﬁgure herself. This is the story of childhood sexual abuse, abortion, sexual violence, activism, and the
triumph over one's past. It's about FBI harassment and persecution, Jewish heritage, and lesbian identity. It is, ﬁnally, about the
courage to speak one's truth despite the consequences and to break the sacred silence of family secrets.

TEA PARTY WOMEN
MAMA GRIZZLIES, GRASSROOTS LEADERS, AND THE CHANGING FACE OF THE AMERICAN RIGHT
NYU Press Notable for its radical conservative views, the Tea Party is progressive in one way that much of mainstream US politics is
not: it has among its most vocal members not spokesmen but spokeswomen. Michelle Bachmann, Sarah Palin, Governor Nikki Haley,
US Representative Cathy McMorris Rodgers, and many others are all prominent ﬁgureheads for the ﬁery and prominent political
movement. Many major Tea Party organizations, such as the Tea Party Patriots, are led by women and women have been instrumental
in founding new right wing organizations for women, such as Smart Girl Politics, with ties to the movement. In Tea Party Women,
Melissa Deckman explores the role of women in creating and leading the movement and the greater signiﬁcance of women’s
involvement in the Tea Party for our understanding of female political leadership and the future of women in the American Right.
Through national-level public opinion data, observation at Tea Party rallies, and interviews with female Tea Party leaders, Deckman
demonstrates that many Tea Party women ﬁnd the grassroots, decentralized nature of the movement to be more inclusive for them
than mainstream Republican politics. She lays out the ways in which these women gain traction by recasting conservative political
issues such as the deﬁcit and gun control as issues aﬀecting families, and how they rely on traditional gender roles as mothers and
homemakers to underscore their particular expertise in understanding these issues. Furthermore, she examines how many Tea Party
women claim to write oﬀ traditional feminist issues like reproductive rights and gender discrimination as distracting from the real
issues aﬀecting women, such as economic policies, and how some even reclaim the mantel of ‘feminism’ as signifying freedom and
independence from government overreach—tactics that have over time been adopted by mainstream Republicans. Whether the Tea
Party terriﬁes or fascinates you, Tea Party Women provides a behind-the-scenes look at the women behind an enduring and inﬂuential
faction in American politics.
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COAL TO DIAMONDS
Simon and Schuster Born and raised in Judsonia, Arkansas-a place where indoor plumbing was a luxury, squirrel was a meal, and sex
ed was taught during senior year in high school (long after many girls had gotten pregnant and dropped out) Beth Ditto stood out.
Beth was a fat, pro-choice, sexually confused choir nerd with a great voice, an eighties perm, and a Kool Aid dye job. Her single
mother worked overtime, which meant Beth and her ﬁve siblings were often left to fend for themselves. Beth spent much of her
childhood as a transient, shuttling between relatives, caring for a sickly, volatile aunt she nonetheless loved, looking after sister,
brothers, and cousins, and trying to steer clear of her mother's bad boyfriends. Her punk education began in high school under the
tutelage of a group of teens - her second family - who embraced their outsider status and introduced her to safety-pinned clothing ,
mail-order tapes, queer and fat-positive zines, and any shred of counterculture they could smuggle into Arkansas. With their help,
Beth survived high school, a tragic family scandal, and a mental breakdown, and then she got the hell out of Judsonia. She decamped
to Olympia, Washington, a late-1990s paradise for Riot Grrrls and punks, and began to cultivate her glamorous, queer, fat, femme
image. On a whim - with longtime friends Nathan, a guitarist and musical savant in a polyester suit, and Kathy, a quiet intellectual
turned drummer - she formed the band Gossip. She gave up trying to remake her singing voice into the ethereal wisp she thought it
should be and instead embraced its full, soulful, potential. Gossip gave her that chance, and the raw power of her voice won her and
Gossip the attention they deserved. Marked with the frankness, humour and deﬁance that have made her an international icon, Beth
Ditto's unapologetic, startlingly direct, and poetic memoir is a hypnotic and inspiring account of a woman coming into her own.

THE NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SOUTHERN CULTURE
VOLUME 9: LITERATURE
UNC Press Books Oﬀering a comprehensive view of the South's literary landscape, past and present, this volume of The New
Encyclopedia of Southern Culture celebrates the region's ever-ﬂourishing literary culture and recognizes the ongoing evolution of the
southern literary canon. As new writers draw upon and reshape previous traditions, southern literature has broadened and deepened
its connections not just to the American literary mainstream but also to world literatures--a development thoughtfully explored in the
essays here. Greatly expanding the content of the literature section in the original Encyclopedia, this volume includes 31 thematic
essays addressing major genres of literature; theoretical categories, such as regionalism, the southern gothic, and agrarianism; and
themes in southern writing, such as food, religion, and sexuality. Most striking is the ﬁvefold increase in the number of biographical
entries, which introduce southern novelists, playwrights, poets, and critics. Special attention is given to contemporary writers and
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other individuals who have not been widely covered in previous scholarship.

FEMINIST PERIODICALS
A CURRENT LISTING OF CONTENTS
THE BEAUTIFUL
COLLECTED POEMS
Manic D Press Before she wrote prose, Michelle Tea was a poet. This expansive, ﬁery volume collects Tea's early chapbooks along with
previously unpublished poems, making vivid Tea's own life, from the dysfunctional family household she left in New England through
college and the Tucson sex trade, to the happier life she made for herself on the West Coast.

HOMELANDS
WOMEN S JOURNEYS ACROSS RACE, PLACE, AND TIME
Seal Press This beautifully complex collection of essays weaves together many diﬀerent perspectives of "homeland," including
belonging, longing, and exile, and features contributions from Etel Adnan, who chose to leave Beirut during wartime, and Agate
Nesaule, who left Latvia under Nazi and Soviet threats. Original.

HOW TO GROW UP
A MEMOIR
Penguin “A gutsy, wise memoir-in-essays from a writer praised as ‘impossible to put down’”—People From PEN America Literary
Award-winning author Michelle Tea comes a moving personal essay collection about the trials and triumphs of shedding your vices in
order to ﬁnd yourself. As an aspiring young writer in San Francisco, Michelle Tea lived in a scuzzy communal house: she drank; she
smoked; she snorted anything she got her hands on; she toiled for the minimum wage; she dated men and women, and sometimes
both at once. But between hangovers and dead-end jobs, she scrawled in notebooks and organized dive bar poetry readings, working
to make her literary dreams a reality. In How to Grow Up, Tea shares her awkward stumble towards the life of a Bona Fide Grown-Up:
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healthy, responsible, self-aware, and stable. She writes about passion, about her fraught relationship with money, about adoring
Barney’s while shopping at thrift stores, about breakups and the fertile ground between relationships, about roommates and rent, and
about being superstitious (“why not, it imbues this harsh world of ours with a bit of magic”). At once heartwarming and darkly comic,
How to Grow Up proves that the road less traveled may be a diﬃcult one, but if you embrace life’s uncertainty and dust yourself oﬀ
after every screw up, slowly but surely, you just might make it to adulthood. “Wild, wickedly funny, and refreshingly relevant.” —Elle
“This compulsively readable collection is so damn good, you’ll tear through the whole thing (and possibly take notes along the way).”
—Bustle

GIRLS' STUDIES
SEAL STUDIES
Hachette UK Professors and students alike are taking interest in Girls' Studies—the socialization of girls versus boys—and beginning to
analyze the impact of media, pop culture, messaging, and more on America's girls. Girls' Studies tackles socialization and gender
expectations, body image, and media impact, and gives insight into girl empowerment and how to equip our girls for a brighter future.

REFERENCE & USER SERVICES QUARTERLY
WHY THEY FIGHT
Xlibris Corporation "It is 4:30 a.m. Michelle. It is time to wake up," a soft automated female voice whispers, Michelle; it is time to wake
up." "Alright, I'm up, I'm up, just shut up." Michelle snaps at the clock. At that moment, the voice-operated clock begins to play the
programmed music set for mornings. Michelle begins to sit up, stretching her body as she tries to shake the world of slumber; she
realizes that after today her whole world will change. This was a very important day for her. As a journalist, she must be ready at all
times, but it has been a while since she had to get up so early. This is a very unorthodox manner of doing things in her ﬁeld. Usually
all interviews had to be approved by the interviewee and management. She was personally approached by military personnel for this
assignment instead of getting assigned the interview. The higher-ups had no idea and she saw this as a great opportunity to move
ahead. She would be the ﬁrst reporter to get an exclusive interview without the usual censorship. It was unheard of having an
uncensored interview with military and political personnel. The Republic was very strict on what was put out there about its leaders.
This had always been the norm for Michelle and others that grew up in the new Republic. "Telescreen on." she commands her voice
activated system, "Turn to channel 3. Music oﬀ." while heading toward her bathroom in her dark apartment, passing by the kitchen,
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"Coﬀee brew." At that moment, the kitchen lights come on and the coﬀee maker begins to percolate. As she approaches the bathroom
she reluctantly calls out, "Bathroom lights." The lights slowly come on as she enters the area. Michelle stood there looking into the
mirror. This was something she performed every morning when she woke up. Running both her hands through her curly brown hair,
she sighs, as her hair falls back down on her shoulders. She looks into her own light brown eyes that seem to change colors in
diﬀerent lights. She felt that her eyes where her best feature. She never truly felt as beautiful as others saw her. Men would always
complement her on her ﬂawless naturally tanned skin, her full lips and her nearly athletic body. She always felt that a man would say
anything to get close to her. She exercises almost everyday after work, because of her belief that she is not physically where she
should be, plus all her life in school and everywhere else the Republic had always pushed that sound health shows loyalty to oneself
and the Republic.
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